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Discover Oerlikon
Dr. Michael Buscher, CEO

Dear reader,

Bosch is one of Oerlikon’s customers

By publishing this magazine, we want to take you on a journey into the world of
Oerlikon. Our company has many different facets which are in many aspects very
interesting but at the same time not well known. This is why the stories contained
in this publication should bring you closer to Oerlikon and show you what makes
us unique. Hence, the magazine is called “did you know”.
Generally, it is known that within our six Segments we develop and manufacture
innovative components and systems for industrial applications. The fact that you
personally come into contact every day with products that our customers produce
using our machines is perhaps not so well-known. Take the clothes you are wearing now, for instance: around 50 percent of the global production capacity for high
quality clothing yarns originates from our company. There are many examples of
this kind. A piece of Oerlikon can be found in almost every car, computer, cell phone
and refrigerator. On pages 8 – 12, you can find out where you unknowingly encounter
Oerlikon daily.
The various solutions, which we offer to industrial companies, have a common denominator: innovations. This is why we have aligned our company’s Tagline
accordingly: “innovation has a name – Oerlikon”. This tradition builds on more than
100 years. During this time we have opened markets with completely new technologies and processes, and made applications that were previously unthinkable, possible. Find out how
we are also staying faithful to this principle with our current innovations – be it with the new systems for
manufacturing synthetic fibers, energy saving vacuum pumps, production lines for solar modules, or
transmission systems for sports cars, just to name a few (pages 14 – 19).
Our innovations are made possible by highly skilled and motivated employees, who explore new ground
for their customers in order to make products which did not exist before. In many cases these solutions
lead to products which are more economical, clean and efficient. We are proud of this. Our employees
are our most important asset. Therefore we will in future increase even more the importance of supporting
and developing our staff. Please find out more about impressive personalities in our midst and the global
development opportunities that Oerlikon offers to committed talents (pages 24 – 29).
Internationality is an other important characteristic of Oerlikon. With over 150 locations in 38 countries,
Oerlikon is a real Global Player. We discovered and opened up the Asian market – in particular China –
more than 30 years ago. With a sales share of 44 percent, Asia has become a key market for Oerlikon.
Find out more about our presence in the world’s growth markets, and how we are further expanding our
position there (pages 30 – 33).
I wish you an interesting and entertaining read that provides you with new insights into our innovative
company.
Sincerely yours,

Dr. Michael Buscher

Oerlikon
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A True Global Player

Almost invisible, Oerlikon is a constant companion in modern
everyday life: Fridges, computer chip, flat screens, energy saving
lamps, sports clothing or instant coffee would not be possible
without the plants, processes and services of the Group.

Oerlikon looks back on a long tradition of pioneering innovation.
In 2010, the company again launched products that save customer
resources and increase customer productivity and efficiency,
thereby achieving important differentiation in their markets.

Oerlikon’s power of innovation stems from its over 16 000 employees
of diverse origins, with varied competences and highest engagement
levels. Learn about six extraordinary personalities as representatives
of the entire workforce.

For many years Oerlikon’s Segments have been present in the
emerging markets of Asia, South America and Eastern Europe.
The company has evolved from a pure exporter to a truly multinational
company.
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Oerlikon in numbers
Number of Segments in the Company
(Textile, Drive Systems, Vacuum, Solar, Coating und Advanced Technologies)
Number of Business Units
Increase of Order intake 2010, in percent
Increase of Order intake 2010, in CHF million
Increase in Sales 2010, in percent
Increase in Sales 2010, in CHF million
Growth in Sales 2010, in Asia in CHF million

Photos: Getty Images / Stockbyte (08), Getty Images / EschCollection (30)

Sales Asia 2010, in percent
(Europe: 30 percent, North America: 17 percent, others: 9 percent)

6

11
51
1 524
25
724
627
44

Sales China 2010, in CHF million
Sales China 2010, in percent
Growth in sales China 2010, in percent

877
24
56

Operating profit 2010, in CHF million
Operating loss 2009, in CHF million
EBIT 2010, in CHF million (after two years of high losses)
EBIT increase from 2009 to 2010
Net Profit 2010, in CHF million

103
280
51
640
5

Equity Ratio end of 2010, in percent
Equity Ratio end of 2009, in percent
Net Debt 2010, in CHF million
Net Debt 2010, in CHF million

32
11
274
1 646

Research and Development expense 2010, in CHF million
Research and Development expense 2009, in CHF million
Number of Employees in Research and Development end of 2010

239
210
1 218

Number of Employees end of 2010
Increase of Employees in Asia, 2010
Number of locations end of 2010
Number of Countries end of 2010

16 657
607
>150
38

Holding of the Renova Group as the main Shareholder in percent at the end of 2010
Number of shareholders end of 2010
Increase of shareholders in 2010

46.11
17 556
3 104

For further information about Oerlikon please visit www.oerlikon.com
Oerlikon
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Living history
Oerlikon has been a well-known company in Switzerland
and internationally for years: this is what renowned
personalities tell us about the high-tech company with a
diverse history.

Ulrich Bez
CEO Aston Martin
UK

Viktor Vekselberg
Owner and President
Renova Group, Russia
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A company with a unique
entrepreneurial spirit

A true partner

Investors have the power to build a company from the ground
up – by financing laboratories, building factories and robots,
performing market research and drafting marketing strategies.
Sure, as an investor you can create a company. But investment alone does not create a spirit of entrepreneurial innovation. Exactly this mindset is what makes Oerlikon so special:
it is a company bound together first and foremost by the principle of having ideas, developing them and quickly applying
them in a practical sense – a company that kept its forwardlooking attitude even when things got really rough. I am proud
that I could help Oerlikon – together with the other shareholders – during this difficult period. I am proud to be part of
this story of technology, innovation and perseverance. The
storm is over: Oerlikon is now sailing in calmer waters. I am glad
for that. And I am confident that the entrepreneurial spirit that
guided Oerlikon through the crisis will lead this amazing company to prosper as a Swiss and international industry leader. As
Oerlikon’s main shareholder, Renova remains firmly committed
to supporting Oerlikon on this path.

Developing and producing a new vehicle is an extremely
complex process. In an Aston Martin, the standards of quality,
design and performance are especially high. An Aston Martin
must effortlessly combine sportiness with absolute comfort.
As a small independent car producer, we can quickly respond to customer needs and are more flexible. As a result,
our development times are considerably shorter than those
of other car manufacturers. We carefully evaluate which
core competencies we can concentrate on in-house and
which parts or processes we can entrust to specialist external partners. Our selection criteria for transmission systems
are exceptionally stringent because this crucial component
plays a key role in the vehicle’s handling and performance.
In Oerlikon, we have found a supplier who shares our high
standards. We have been collaborating on the design and
production of power trains for many years. Oerlikon stands
out from the rest by virtue of its innovativeness, quality and
reliability. Our business relationship with Oerlikon has matured
into a true partnership.

Oerlikon

Klaus Tschütscher
Prime Minister
Principality of Liechtenstein

Pirmin Zurbriggen
Skiing world champion and
legend, Switzerland

A key business

Young talent

In many respects, the Oerlikon Group is a vital partner to the
Principality of Liechtenstein. With its local Segments Oerlikon
Coating, Oerlikon Advanced Technologies and Oerlikon Solar,
Oerlikon generates key business for our country – and for the
entire Rhine Valley – as an employer, as a training center and
as an innovative, progressive, high-tech company.

Sports and businesses have a great deal in common. If you
want to win, you have to be better than the competition. And
to be better than the competition, there are four things you
need: First, you need ability. Second, you need to have the
right attitude, the absolute desire to win, which is tempered
in both sports and business by the principle of fair play. The
third is hard work. And fourth, you need to be willing to adapt
over and over again and try new approaches, whether in
terms of materials, training methods or nutrition. Success is
no coincidence; rather, it is based on a systematic, long-term,
integrated approach. When fostering our next generation of
Swiss skiers, this is precisely the approach we take – and
these efforts are just now starting to bear fruit. At the 2011
Junior World Ski Championships, we brought home a double
victory in the men’s slalom, and in the women’s downhill and
giant slalom races we took silver and bronze. Oerlikon has
been supporting us for over three years, which makes them a
part of this success. Thanks!

Robby Naish
25-times windsurfing
world champion and
boardsports legend, USA

“I’m looking at a company that
shares the same vision”
There are a lot of parallels between solar thin film silicon technology and my sports of windsurfing, kite surfing, and surfing.
Oerlikon Solar uses the most available natural resource – the
sun – to produce clean, sustainable and ultimately economically viable solar power. This is a fantastic thing, and I’m proud
to represent such a company, as I strongly believe that this
technology has just started to show its real potential – just as
surf sports did some time ago.

Almost 70 percent of all agricultural
vehicles in use today are equipped
with Oerlikon Drive Systems.

Oerlikon
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High-tech behind
the scenes
High-tech clothing, consumer electronics,
production of plastic bottles: Oerlikon’s
top technologies are largely invisible to the
consumers. But without Oerlikon, many
of the conveniences of modern life would
not be possible.

Oerlikon
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Oerlikon is the leading behind-the-scenes machine and plant engineer. In today’s world, a large percentage of people all over the world constantly come into contact with Oerlikon technologies without actually
being consciously aware of this fact. Whether it be communications technology, household appliances,
textiles, automobiles or food, countless products that we use and consume on a daily basis involve one
or even several manufacturing steps using machines, systems and processes produced by the various
Oerlikon Business Units.
The auto industry, for instance, is teeming with Oerlikon technologies. Upholstery fabrics and safety
belts as well as textile-based materials for tires and airbags are manufactured largely using machines and
know-how from Oerlikon. Computer chips are responsible for activating airbags in an emergency, and
these are manufactured using systems produced by Oerlikon Systems – just like many different types of
electronics components for engine control and the dashboard. Moreover, every second car transmission
system today is processed using precision tools that were coated by Oerlikon. And nearly every injection pump for diesel motors and a number of highly sensitive automotive components has one of these
coatings.
Artificial fibers are everywhere
Oerlikon’s Textile Segment stays in close contact with consumers in order to offer turnkey solutions for
textile machinery for the manufacturing and processing of natural and synthetic fibers, yarns and fleece.
This enables Oerlikon Textile to cover the basic process steps within the textile industry’s manufacturing
chain from start to finish. Oerlikon customers manufacture an extremely broad range of different textiles
using systems for ring spinning, rotor spinning, winding, twisting and embroidery. End consumers then
use these to design and make clothing, household textiles, bandages and personal-hygiene products.
Driven by the extremely fast-paced fashion business and the growing need for innovative materials,
Oerlikon Textile continues to set new standards in textile production. At the forefront is the Oerlikon Barmag Business Unit, which has been a pacesetter in the development of spinning systems for synthetic
fibers since its founding in 1922. Synthetic fibers have become indispensable in our modern, everyday life.
“These man-made fibers have tailor-made functions that meet a wide variety of different requirements such
as resistance to soiling or optimized cleaning characteristics, thermal insulation, breathability, extreme
robustness and strength,” explains Stefan Kross, Head of Oerlikon Barmag. As a result, products made
of synthetic fibers are currently in use not only for clothing or functional textiles for sports and recreation,
but also as floor coverings in living rooms and offices or as tire cord in the auto industry.
As diverse as the uses of synthetic fibers may be, the principle behind their manufacture remains
largely the same: the extruder melts plastic granules, after which the spinning pumps force the molten plastic through extremely small nozzles under tremendously high pressure. The filaments produced
through this process are then bundled to form threads, stretched over godets and spooled by winding
heads. “This process places extremely high requirements on precision and it demands stable technology.
Oerlikon Barmag has perfected this over the years and successfully established its market leadership
both in synthetic-fiber spinning lines as well as texturing machines,” Kross states.
The decisive “nothing”
The vacuum technologies of the Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum Business Unit, which is considered to be a
trailblazer in this field, also play a central role in our everyday life. As early as the early 20th century, the
company had already established the technical principles upon which practically all of today’s vacuum
systems are built. A key factor in this success was the company’s close collaboration with renowned
German physicist Wolfgang Gaede, who, among other accomplishments, developed the rotating mercury
pump used for the high vacuum, the molecular pump and the mercury diffusion pump.
Without these vacuum technologies, numerous commonly used products would be inconceivable.
This holds true for the majority of IT components like microchips, flat-screen monitors, hard drives and
optical storage media, which have to be manufactured under extremely clean conditions. But in the food
industry, too, freeze-drying in a vacuum and the simple extraction of air are methods that ensure products
remain fresh. Vacuum technologies from Oerlikon also play a forward-looking role in the manufacturing of
LEDs, analytical equipment and measuring devices as well as in the area of scientific research in particular.
For instance, the Large Hadron Collider, which is the world’s largest particle accelerator and located at
the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, works using special high-powered
vacuum pumps from Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum.
Thin layers harder than steel
Vacuum technologies are also indispensable for the highly sensitive coating methods mentioned earlier.
The Segment Oerlikon Balzers is the market and technology leader in this field, and the Business Unit’s
processes and systems are used to coat more than half a million components of all kinds each and every
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Cars, neon signs, flat screens
and computer chips or
communications technology:
just some of the many products
we encounter every day that
were produced with Oerlikon
machines or systems.

Photo: Getty Images / Chris Hondros

Approxiamety one third
of the world’s production
of natural fibers runs
on ring and rotor spinning
machines from Oerlikon
Textile.

Oerlikon
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day. “The goal is to make specific changes to the surfaces of tools and precision components in order to
optimize their performance,” explains Wolfgang Kalss, who heads the Cutting Tools market segment at
Oerlikon Balzers. One of the main methods used for this is called physical vapor deposition (PVD).
The components to be coated are placed into a process chamber from which the air is extracted to
create a high vacuum and where the temperatures range between 150°C and 600°C. A highly purified,
solid coating material such as titanium, chrome or aluminum is either vaporized at high temperatures
or sputtered through ion bombardment. A reactive gas such as nitrogen is simultaneously added. That
then bonds with the metal vapors and is deposited on the tools or components as a permanent coating.
“This method enables us to create coatings that are only a few thousandths of a millimeter thin, but are
harder than steel,” Kalss explains. These coatings are used in applications for metal-working and plasticsprocessing tools used in the auto industry, in the food and pharmaceuticals sector, in hinge production
and even in the manufacture of high-precision Swiss watches.
The nano dimension
Oerlikon’s Advanced Technologies Business Unit deals with even thinner coatings. One of its main areas of
activity is the construction of production systems for optical media. “Today, over 90 percent of all Blu-ray
discs and 50 percent of all CDs are manufactured on Oerlikon systems,” explains Bart Scholte van Mast,
Head of Engineering at Oerlikon Advanced Technologies. Another area Advanced Technologies focuses
on is manufacturing methods for ultra-thin high-performance chips used in the production of credit cards
and smartphones and in automotive electronics. Oerlikon Advanced Technologies has even ventured
into the nano dimension with its latest machine, which goes by the name Solaris. This high-performance
coating system is currently being used to manufacture crystalline solar cells. “In the future, however, it
will also be used for applying nanocoatings to touch screens, in thermal electricity technology and for the
manufacture of thin film batteries,” Scholte van Mast says.
Research propels Oerlikon to the top
Of course, it goes without saying that all of these forward-looking solutions from Oerlikon are no accident.
Every year the high-tech company invests over CHF 200 million into R&D across all of its Segments. That
makes Oerlikon one of the most highly innovative industrial groups in the world. Around 1 200 developers,
scientists and engineers across the globe are working hard to develop new processes and technologies
to ensure that Oerlikon will continue to play a role in countless products in the future – even if many of
them do not display the Oerlikon name on the outside.

Photo: Getty Images / Wayne H Chasan

Over 90 percent
of all Blu-ray
Discs are made
on metallizers of
Oerlikon Systems.
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With the Vacuum
technology from
Oerlikon spectacle
lenses or architectural glass is
coated and lamps
or refrigerators
are produced.

Nobody shifts faster
A seven-speed transmission for the sports-car
maker Lamborghini cuts the time required
to shift gears in a road car to a world-record
50 milliseconds.

Lamborghini, Italy
— Stephan Winkelmann
President and CEO

Automobili Lamborghini, a subsidiary of Audi AG, produces
exclusive supersports cars. Founded by tractor manufacturer Ferruccio Lamborghini in 1963 and headquartered in
Sant’Agata Bolognese, the company is world-renowned for
the exceptionally powerful performance, striking design and
high exclusivity of its models. Since 2003, Lamborghini has
been counting on Oerlikon Graziano’s manual and automated
manual transmissions for its Gallardo series. In 2008, the development of the complete drive line system (an automated
manual gearbox, front and rear differential) of their flagship
product, the V12, successor to the Murcielago was awarded to Oerlikon Graziano. Oerlikon Graziano has developed
a seven-speed transmission featuring a range of improvements: the close cooperation with the Lamborghini team and

the constant focus on the challenging targets made it possible to achieve all of them. Weighing only 79 kilograms, it
is around 10 percent lighter than its predecessor. Due to its
compact size, it can be housed completely in the car tunnel,
leaving more space for the driver’s cabin. In addition, torque
capacity was increased by 10 percent, with the time it takes
to shift gears reduced to a mere 50 milliseconds. No other
road car shifts gears faster. The new car made its worldwide
debut at the Geneva Auto Show in March 2011. Automobili
Lamborghini particularly appreciates the fact that Oerlikon
Graziano develops the custom-made transmissions granting at all times a close proximity to their own engineering
team, from creating the design to programming the control
software.

High-quality continuous yarn
for medical dressings
China’s Allmed relies on Oerlikon Schlafhorst’s
rotor-spinning technologies to produce very fine yarn
for medical textiles.

Allmed, China
— Harry Tsui, Chairman

Allmed Medical Products is the largest Chinese manufacturer of disposable textile products for medical dressings. Its product range includes gauze swabs, compresses,
wound dressings, dressing material, bandages and specialpurpose clothing. Consistently high quality is a key success
factor for the company, which exports nearly 100 percent of
its production. Allmed is in a fiercely competitive market: in
China alone, the company has more than 3 000 competitors.
To effectively set itself apart and to expand its value-added
chain, Allmed decided in 2007 to purchase a rotor-spinning
system so it could produce its own high-quality yarn according
to the highest quality standards. Following an extensive review,
Allmed quickly decided on the Autocoro 480 from Oerlikon
Schlafhorst. The productivity and energy efficiency of the
rotor-spinning machine, the high quality of the yarn it produces

and, in particular, the comprehensive services provided by
Oerlikon Schlafhorst were the deciding factors. Its services
proved their worth even before the machine began operations:
Oerlikon Schlafhorst contributed not only the technology and
expertise, but also the overall concept for the production facility. Today, Allmed manufactures very fine, top-quality yarn in its
fully automated rotor-spinning facility with around 9 000 spinning machines and an annual capacity of 12 000 metric tons.
This enables the company to guarantee the highest possible
production standard and meet market demands efficiently and
flexibly. As part of its growth strategy, Allmed plans to further
automate the production facilities and will continue to count
on Oerlikon Schlafhorst while doing so.

Oerlikon
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With the coatings from
Oerlikon Balzers features
of materials can be
altered and through this
performance and lifetime
of tools can be enhanced.
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“Made by Oerlikon”
makes a difference
Oerlikon innovations help increase the productivity,
efficiency and resource optimization of its
customers, enabling them to achieve an effective
differentiation in the marketplace.

Oerlikon
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Verbatim is one of Oerlikon’s customers

Oerlikon invests more than CHF 200 million each year in innovations and the further development of its
products. Even during the height of the economic crisis and in 2010, when the Group’s restructuring
process was still very much underway, spending on research and development remained as high as ever.
Innovation gives rise to products, services and solutions that allow customers to generate measurable
added value. Examples of this can be seen in Oerlikon Barmag’s new synthetic fiber spinning line, Oerlikon
Leybold Vacuum’s innovative vacuum pump series and Oerlikon Solar’s ThinFab solar module production
line, which was also launched last year.

Verbatim is one of Oerlikon’s customers

Innovative textile
machines of
Oerlikon provide
various advantages:
from yarn quality
over uptime to
low energy consumption.

Save energy, save money
Last June at ITMA Asia, one of the world’s most important textile trade fairs, Oerlikon Barmag presented
an innovative melt spinning line for fully drawn yarn (FDY) that can be used to optimize production processes and significantly reduce waste and energy consumption. Fully drawn yarns are extremely strong
and are used as geotextiles for road construction or for erosion control in undeveloped terrain. “The level
of customer interest was so great that the new line was ordered in the prototype stage. The first systems
will now be delivered during 2011,” explains a satisfied Stefan Kross, Head of Oerlikon Barmag. The future
of textiles is in synthetic fibers: in contrast to natural fibers made out of cotton, which have to compete
with the food sector for cultivation areas, synthetic fibers are available on an almost unrestricted basis,
are significantly cheaper and offer a wide range of opportunities for the development of functional textiles
with highly specific characteristics. China alone, the engine of the textile industry, manufactures 26 million
tons of polyester, polyamide, polypropylene and other synthetic fibers each year.
The new spinning line is the first to apply the benefits of the WINGS (Winder Integrated Godets Solution for Pre-Oriented-Yarn POY) concept that was introduced in 2007 to the production of fully drawn
yarn. The synthetic granules melted in the extruder are pressed through spinnerets, cooled, guided over

Almost all racing teams are customers
of Oerlikon Balzers. Only with highperformance coatings can the parts
withstand the high torque.
Oerlikon
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heated stretch rollers known as godets, stretched to their final length and wound using a take-up head.
Because only a few, relatively small aluminum stretch rollers are used for the stretching process instead
of the previously common steel godets, the amount of energy consumed heating up the continuous fibers
is reduced by 30 percent. A more compact design means that the process steps, which were previously
distributed vertically across several stages, are now closer together. Space requirements are reduced by
50 percent, and the line can be operated by a single person.

New DRYVAC
vacuum pumps
save up to
30 percent on
energy.

Optimized for use around the clock
It is difficult to imagine the modern world without vacuum technology. In addition to its application in scientific research in such areas as particle physics and space simulation, it is also being used in an increasing
number of industrial applications. For example, today most drying and coating processes take place in
pure, evacuated environments. Oil-sealed vacuum pumps are relatively cheap, but they cannot be used
for some processes because either the risk of contamination through oil diffusing into the vacuum would
be too great or the media to be pumped would attack the oil. “The photovoltaic and display industries in
particular rely on dry-compressing vacuum systems where no lubricant comes into contact with the medium to be pumped,” explains Olaf Stahlschmidt, Senior Manager Product Lifecycle at Oerlikon Leybold
Vacuum. In order to be on the market with the right product in good time, Oerlikon analyzed the needs
of these customer groups in detail and developed a new pump series in a record time of just two years.
The DRYVAC pumps that were launched in 2010 are based on the screw principle. Two spiral-shaped,
high-precision intersecting screws create a fine vacuum with a pressure of up to 10−3 mbar. Thanks to
an intelligent rotor geometry, less compression heat is generated. Used together with highly efficient IE2
motors, they produce energy savings of 30 percent compared to similar vacuum pumps. “This equates
to a savings potential of EUR 2 500 per pump each year,” Stahlschmidt says. Because up to 60 vacuum

With production cost of 0.5 EUR/Watt
(peak) Oerlikon Solar is the cost leader
in the solar industry.
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pumps are required for photovoltaic production
lines, the cost benefits are considerable. DRYVAC
pumps are very compact and can be maintained
on-site. For turnkey plants that need to be operated around the clock, 365 days a year, this is an
important requirement. The modular design allows
several pumps to be linked in a flexible fashion
without the need for high-maintenance pipe connections. A sophisticated system of sensors allows the pumps to monitor their most important
functional parameters themselves. “On request,
we can carry out remote diagnostics and provide
comprehensive maintenance from our global service bases,” Stahlschmidt adds.
The thinner the film, the more efficient
the cell
Oerlikon’s ability to use the technological knowledge at its disposal to anticipate customer needs
and access new markets is also of key importance.
The best example in this regard is the Group’s
youngest Segment – Oerlikon Solar. When thin film
photovoltaic technology was still in its infancy more
than ten years ago, Oerlikon engineers pooled their
knowledge of vacuum and coating technologies
and pushed forward with research in the area of
solar-module manufacturing. Today, Oerlikon Solar
is the leading provider of cost-efficient, high-performing production facilities for the manufacturing
of thin film solar modules. Compared to crystalline
photovoltaics, the thin film technology involves
fewer process steps and requires fewer materials
and energy, thereby offering significant cost benefits. In September of last year, the presentation of
the ThinFab production line was met with enthusiasm by experts at the solar trade fair in Valencia.
No other technology currently allows solar modules
to be manufactured more economically.
During the production of the modules, thin films
made of conductive zinc oxide are applied to glass
sheets with a light-absorbing layer of silicon in between. When sunlight hits a cell, electric power is
generated. “A unique feature of our process is that
the conductive back contact layer has a rough
surface and reflects the light diffusely. This means
that more sunlight reaches the absorbing layer and
the efficiency of the cell increases,” explains Arno
Zindel, Head of Product Development at Oerlikon
Solar. As more light reaches the absorber, thinner
films suffice. This saves materials and energy and
also reduces manufacturing costs. “The process
is also quicker and the throughput of the line increases,” Zindel adds. ThinFab also provides a
capacity of 120 megawatts, twice as much as its
predecessor. It ensures that the manufacturers of
thin film solar modules remain one step ahead of
competitors’ processes.

Custom-made gear systems
for top sports car brands
Gearboxes and transmission systems from Oerlikon
Graziano are always the result of a co-engineering
process with customers. These include prestigious
sports-car brands such as Ferrari, Lamborghini
or McLaren.
“Our ability to develop custom-made solutions to meet our customers’ needs is the key factor of our success,” stresses Gianni Sarti,
Head of Business Development and Strategy at Oerlikon Graziano.
The business unit Automotive Transmissions is the world’s leading
supplier of manual and automatic transmission systems for highperformance cars. Customers are, among others, such iconic sports
car manufacturers as Maserati, Alfa Romeo, Audi, Ferrari, Aston Martin,
Lamborghini and McLaren. The exact definition of requirements and
technical specifications marks the beginning of the development
process. Based on the occupiable space for the gearbox in the finished car, the engineers perform a large number of calculations and
simulations before creating a preliminary design. “The challenges are
designing a suitably performing solution in a limited space, optimizing
the ratio and developing software that interfaces with the control unit
of the motor,” Sarti says. In order to extend the value chain, Oerlikon
Graziano has acquired a majority stake in Vocis, a British pioneer in
the development of transmission-control systems. When a prototype
for the gearbox is ready, extensive function and endurance tests are
run. At the end of the development process – during which Oerlikon
Graziano engineers are in close contact with their counterparts at
the customer’s site – is an optimized and custom-made transmission
system that fits seamlessly and harmoniously into the car.

Oerlikon
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Vacuum system advances
world-class research
With a research vacuum coating system from Oerlikon
Leybold Vacuum, researchers at the University of
Kaiserslautern are developing the next generation of
storage media.
University of Kaiserslautern, Germany
— Dr. Sandra Wolff,
Department Head of Nanostructure Technology

At OPTIMAS, a research center at the University of Kaiserslautern, optics and material sciences are brought together under the overarching research theme of light, spin and matter.
International specialists are involved in various research areas,
including spintronics, a new field of nanoelectronics. Unlike
traditional semiconductor electronics, spintronics aims at using not only the charge, but also the magnetic moment of an
electron to display and process information. This will make
producing faster and more energy-efficient storage media possible. One of the areas of focus for OPTIMAS is the use of coating systems to develop magnetic micro- and nanosystems for
industrial purposes, new materials with a high spin polarization
and innovative spin engineering and spintronics. To conduct
the experiments, the researchers require perfect conditions,

which is why the research center decided to use UNIVEX 450C,
a semi-automated experimentation vacuum coating system
from Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum, in the Nano+Bio Center of TU
Kaiserslautern. The system works using the magnetron sputter
deposition technique. In this technique, the applied material
is vaporized through momentum transfer and not thermally,
so even the most sensitive materials – especially alloys – can
be atomized. The system has two process chambers, each
with its own high-vacuum pump systems comprising a forevacuum pump and a turbomolecular pump. Using this device,
several ultra-thin layers of even the most fragile materials can
be applied to nearly any subsurface. With UNIVEX, the University of Kaiserslautern can conduct world-class research in the
area of semiconductor technology and spintronics.

Microelectronics stacks up
Fraunhofer ASSID develops technologies for the
3-D system integration of semiconductor devices
with sputtering systems from Oerlikon Systems.

The All Silicon System Integration Dresden (ASSID) center is
a new activity of Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability and Microintegration (IZM). It develops processes for the production of
systems that unite various electronic devices such as ASICS,
microprocessors, sensors and memories in miniaturized form.
These systems, which are as small as they are complex, are
used wherever fast and complex signal processing is required,
for example in medical devices, automation technology, image
processing and system controls. The scientists at ASSID aim
to further improve the performance of microelectronic systems
by arranging the various semiconductor devices on a silicon
wafer – in other words, they are arranged threedimensionally
instead of on one level, as was done in the past. The electrical
connection is provided by metalized copper vias, also referred
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to as Through Silicon Vias (TSV). Fraunhofer ASSID relies on
Clusterline 300 II from Oerlikon Systems for the deposition
of adhesion, barrier or speed layer into the TSV. The sputtering system, which was specially designed for application in
advanced packaging and for the reverse-side metallization of
wafers up to 300 millimeters in diameter, works with a process
called high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIS). During
this process, the coating system is given short pulses of
several megawatts. The result is high material quality and the
highest level of productivity and cost-efficiency. Fraunhofer
ASSID and Oerlikon Systems want to intensify this working
relationship in the future. Together, they plan to explore the
limits of the HIS process and gain new insights to optimize
their technologies.

IWC is one of Oerlikon’s customers

ASSID, Germany
— M. Jürgen Wolf,
Coordinator ASSID
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IWC.
The future of watchmaking
since 1868.

IWC is one of Oerlikon’s customers

The future’s safe.
Portuguese Perpetual Calendar. Ref. 5032 : One thing at IWC
always remains the same: the desire to get even better. Here is
one of the finest examples, with the largest automatic movement manufactured by IWC, Pellaton winding and a seven-day
power reserve. The perpetual calendar shows the date and moon
phase and is mechanically programmed until the year 2499. In short:
a watch that has already written the future. IWC. Engineered for men.
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“We want to become
best in class”
Since one year in charge, CEO Dr. Michael Buscher has initiated a far
reaching yet calm process of renewal at Oerlikon. The rollout of the
Group’s renewed Identity is another important milestone in that process.
In this interview he explains why also soft factors result in hard facts.

Mr. Buscher, why has Oerlikon renewed its Identity?
Last year we were able to make further progress both in terms
of operations and strategy. We have already achieved a lot,
but we have to become even better. The necessary steps will
be easier to achieve if we have a joint understanding of our
basic goals and behavior. Our renewed Identity should help
with this. I firmly believe that companies can only achieve sustainable success if, in addition to traditional operational and
strategic goals, they have an Identity with a cultural orientation.
This is like in a sports club. For example, if you want to take
your team to the “Champions League,” you have to formulate
it. The clearer you do it, the more precisely it is reflected in
concrete plans with measurable targets and in the basic behavior of the members of the club, the higher the probability
that you will achieve that goal.
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Can you explain Identity in more detail?
Our Identity should convey, briefly and clearly, what Oerlikon
stands for. We have therefore defined our Identity in the traditional way, namely using the core elements Vision, Mission,
Core Values and Tagline. The Vision describes the status that
our company would like to achieve in the future, why we work
for the company. The Mission outlines the reason why our
company exists, what we want to be for our customers. The
Core Values characterize how we do business and the Tagline
summarizes it all in a single statement. We deliberately use
English words in order to achieve a joint global understanding
of our four core elements and their content.
What makes up the renewed Identity?
We work for a company with more than 100 years of industrial experience, strong Swiss roots and a very international
approach, whose specific characteristics have always been
innovations. It is important that our renewed Identity reflects all

these characteristics, that we maintain our proven strengths.
In the past, Oerlikon’s most successful periods were minted
by innovations. Looking forward, we believe that innovations
need to become an even more important part of our company.
Innovations and innovative behavior will therefore be part of
our Vision, Mission, Core Values and Tagline in future. Basically, I would like to emphasize that we have intensivly discussed
both the content as well as the formulations for our renewed
Identity in order to define the right direction in a clear manner.

What has been lacking so far?
When I joined the company a year ago, I was positively surprised by how open and engaged the Oerlikon employees
were, despite the difficult circumstances. This was true across
many, but not all Business Units. I also experienced a certain
lack of orientation in some areas, which is understandable
after all the difficulties they have experienced. What does
Oerlikon stand for? What do we want to achieve? This was
not always and everywhere clear.

What do you want to achieve with this?
The Vision and Mission outline what we want to achieve,
like continuous value increase – this is a goal we take very
seriously. The Core Values set out how we would like to
achieve the goals, for example by ensuring “Excellence”.
This value is not new, but now we have clearly defined what
we mean by it: “We hold ourselves – and each other – to the
highest standards; we always ensure personal accountability;
we strive to deliver products, services and working experiences of excellent quality; we reflect on our performance and
learn from others; we take ownership for continuous improvement.” Or in one sentence: “What we do, we do best.”

Lack of orientation? Can you be a bit more specific?
In one Business Unit, I was given a long explanation about
why only certain margins can be achieved over the course of a
cycle. We can keep talking about or listening to it, but it won’t
get us anywhere. We need to find a way to increase the value
of all our Business Units specifically in financial terms. In order
to do that, we need people who think and act innovatively.
This entrepreneurial culture will not develop in an environment
in which – as happened in this particular Business Unit – a
product manager talks with great enthusiasm about the technical challenges of his R&D project without knowing at least
the range of the expected revenue and return on investment.
This we are changing now.

How long will it take until the effects of the new
Identity are recognizable?
The rollout starts on 23 March. Our communication and marketing managers from Corporate and the Segments have
prepared the necessary material in close consultation with
Human Resources and the Executive Committee (EC). The
Segment CEOs and a small team of “ambassadors” from the
Segments will provide support for the implementation. It is
important that we engage ourselves with the statements of
the renewed Identity and integrate them in our daily business.
I am sure it will take time before the effect of these fundamental goals and the associated behavior will be recognizable in
our daily professional life. But how long it will take is seriously
difficult to say. It is up to all of us and I hope that the positive
spirit that was evident during the development of the renewed
Identity among all those involved will extend to our team, that
we will be able to see clearly the elements of our Identity in
our daily working lives throughout the organization in a year’s
time. I personally can already fully identify with our Identity.
How do you intend to ensure that the renewed Identity
is optimally integrated in the day-to-day business?
There is no patent recipe for that. Sustainable success will
be achieved if, from the very beginning, as many employees
as possible engage with the new Identity and then reflect on
how they can support its implementation. It is clear that, for
example, a manager who in future presents plans to the EC
which will not lead to an increase in the value of his unit – and
in our Mission, value is not limited to financial aspects – is
by no means acting in accordance with our renewed Identity.
With that in mind, we expect that also within the Segments
even more thought will put into how we can achieve the fundamental goals and embody the Core Values. If we all move in
the same direction and create a positive momentum, we will
be able to turn Oerlikon into a really profitable industrial, innovative company in the years to come. Our goal is to become
best in class in the next few years.

In most cases, mission statements and corporate
values are about as exciting as a telephone book ...
That is why we have also consciously taken a different
approach here. We did not call on consultants but we engaged ourselves intensivly with our company’s characteristics and long-term targets. The process was driven internally.
I am sure, together with those people who have been involved
over the last few months, we can now win over more and more
employees with our renewed Identity.
Do you ever actually run out of ideas?
We are striving to achieve a sustainable comeback for
Oerlikon and aim to become best in class. To do that, we need
my ideas, ideas from the EC, ideas from the Segment CEOs
and their management teams, as well as from all our employees. In most areas of our company, there are employees with
a lot of ideas. Those areas with too less ideas we will look at
together. I am not concerned that we will run out of ideas. It
is important to me that we prioritize our ideas so that they
will really be sustainably implemented. The best ideas are not
good to us if we do not implement them in reality.

For further information go to www.oerlikon.com/identity
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Extraordinary people
Oerlikon offers dedicated people a fascinating range of
roles and career paths. Get to know six employees better
from around the globe as representatives of our staff.

A tactile, full-body experience
In the eyes of Paolo Mantelli, a car is not simply a practical means of getting
from A to B on four wheels: it is a tactile, full-body experience.

Paolo Mantelli
Head of Automotive
Transmissions,
Vice President,
Oerlikon Graziano
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The exquisite power of acceleration, the roar unleashed by a 12-cylinder engine, the sleek layers of paint,
the cool touch of a leather steering wheel and the pungent odor of oil and gasoline – for Mantelli, these
are all a feast for the senses. They arouse his passion. The 44-year-old lives for cars. Interwoven carbon
molecules run through his DNA. “My weakness for cars goes back to boyhood. I already knew as a kid
that I was destined to work in the automobile industry,” this pleasant and candid Italian says. A PhD in
mechanical engineering from the Polytechnic University of Turin in 1994 pointed him in the right direction.
After a brief two-year stint working for the supplier Delphi, heaven finally had mercy on him, and Mantelli
was hired by Oerlikon Graziano in 1996. At that time, Oerlikon Graziano was in the process of transforming
itself from a components manufacturer into a systems supplier and seeking to gain a foothold in the attractive sports car niche. “I was there to experience Oerlikon Graziano’s first order to build a transmission
for Ferrari back in 1996,” Mantelli recalls, his eyes shining with excitement.
He went on to make the most of the cards that fate had dealt him. Thanks to his passion, enthusiasm
and know-how, Mantelli has made significant contributions to Oerlikon Graziano’s rise to becoming one
of the most sought-after suppliers of transmission systems for the world’s top automobile brands. Today,
Oerlikon Graziano has a 50 percent share in this market, and in addition to Ferrari, supplies the likes of
Aston Martin, Lamborghini, Maserati, McLaren and others. Mantelli and
his team are establishing a new world record with the newest Lamborghini
Aventador model: the Oerlikon Graziano automated manual transmission
shifts gears in just 50 milliseconds. Mantelli has headed the Automotive
Transmissions business unit since 2006.
The secret to his success is his proximity to his customers. “We have
successfully managed the transition from supplier to respected development partner,” Mantelli explains. The new McLaren MP4-12C, for which
Oerlikon Graziano has developed a unique, customized double-clutch
transmission, is a good case in point. By closely following developments
in the market, Mantelli and his team had already started to systematically
tackle the electric car market three years ago. With its patented seamless
shift two-speed transmission, Oerlikon Graziano has established itself as
a pacesetter in this market as well. Audi’s new performance E-cars, which
the premium carmaker will soon bring to the market, feature a transmission made by Mantelli’s unit.
Anyone who knows this amicable lover of fast cars will be betting
that Mantelli will be test-driving electric cars with a gasoline canister
secretly stowed away and a stereo system pumping out the sounds of
a humming engine.

“I enjoy working with people”
As HR Director in Suzhou, a city in Southern China,
Jenny Wang experiences at firsthand how rapidly
Oerlikon is growing in the world’s largest textile market.

Jenny Wang
HR Director,
Suzhou, China

“There are two paradises in China: one is Suzhou, the other is Hangzhou,”
Jenny Wang says, quoting an old Chinese saying. Suzhou is located in
the province of Jiangsu, about a one-hour drive from Shanghai. With
canals crisscrossing the city, Suzhou has also been dubbed the Venice
of the East and has been a leading manufacturer of silk for centuries.
It is one of the centers of the Chinese textile industry and also one of
Oerlikon’s key locations in China. This is where Jenny Wang was born.
She first studied information technology, but quickly realized that the
subject matter she encountered in her day-to-day work just didn’t appeal
to her: “I wanted to work with people,” she says. After a few detours, she
finally landed in human resources and joined what was formerly Barmag
Suzhou as HR supervisor in 2002. During the integration of Barmag and
Saurer, she took over all HR functions and has since followed a continuous path of further development. She has experienced this location’s rapid growth at firsthand. Today, the
38-year-old HR Director is in charge of all of the business units of Oerlikon Textile and Oerlikon Graziano
in Suzhou.
More than half of the city’s ten million inhabitants come from other areas of the country. People moved
to Suzhou for better job opportunities and comfortable living conditions. This city, now an industrial
metropolis, is known throughout China for its gardens, like the “Humble Administrator’s Garden.” Wang
appreciates working for a European company: “I think Western companies have a more mature management style,” she says. And quickly adds that, today, Oerlikon is actually a normal Chinese company with
local employees on the production lines that supplies the local market. The challenge is finding qualified
staff: “China may have a large population, but the education system is sorely in need of improvement.
Graduates frequently just aren’t at the level we require,” Wang explains. As a result, she devised a recruitment program that selects qualified university graduates based on a strict set of criteria and then
specifically prepares them for their future duties within the company. Wang likes spending her free time
with her four-year-old daughter. Or she gets together to chat with friends who also work in HR: “China is
so dynamic today that we always have to strive to stay up to date,” she says.

“I couldn’t work a desk job
anymore”
As part of the Expansion Team at Oerlikon Balzers, Englishman Andy Lock monitors construction of the new coating
centers abroad – from planning to commissioning.

Andy Lock,
International
Project Manager,
Oerlikon Balzers

“Traveling to foreign countries, becoming familiar with different cultures
and ways of life – that’s what I like. I probably couldn’t work in production
or at a desk job anymore like I used to,” Andy Lock says. This 57-year-old
Briton is part of the Oerlikon Balzers Expansion Team and is in charge
of building new centers for the global coating network. Lock, who grew
up in North London, initially completed an apprenticeship at an engineering firm. Later, he earned a Higher National Diploma in Engineering
and worked at a foundry. In 1986, he responded to a job advertisement
posted by Balzers: they were looking for a production manager for a new
site in England. “I got the job because of my experience in the areas of
vacuum technology and coating,” he remembers. Around 15 years later
– by this time Lock was very familiar with Balzers’ technology and methods – the company sent him to the
US, where he worked as a technical adviser in New York State traveling to all the Oerlikon Balzers centers
in the US. Originally scheduled for four months, the deployment lasted two years. After that, Lock was
called to Liechtenstein to join the Expansion Team in 2003.
Oerlikon
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Since then, he has monitored the construction of nine coa ting centers in various countries from the
planning stage to commissioning. The procedure is identical every time: “We look for a suitable building,
prepare all the paperwork and documents, plan the layout of the production facilities, procure and import
the machines, recruit and train the employees and then get production up and running,” Lock explains.
This process takes between four months and nine months on average. Lock has already worked in Brazil,
Argentina, Hungary and Poland. For a few years now, however, his work has kept him nearly exclusively
in China because the growth there is immense. Oerlikon Balzers already has seven coating centers built
by the Chinese under the supervision of Lock in this key market and is in the process of completing two
more. “The opportunity to experience the country in this way has had a big impact on me,” he says, with
certainty. “When it comes to other ideas and lifestyles, I’ve become a more tolerant, open-minded person.”
Life as a working nomad, however, also means that he runs the risk of neglecting his social life: “That’s
why you really have to motivate yourself to go out, meet people and explore your surroundings,” he says.
You have to have the right personality to cope with a job like this – and have the right family. His wife and
three sons live in England. According to Lock, “each visit is even more of a pleasure, since we don’t see
each other very often.”

A real all-rounder
Peter Tinner, Head of Sales & Marketing at Oerlikon Solar has been working
for Oerlikon since 1984. A few months ago, the Oerlikon veteran took on the most
challenging role in his long career.

Peter Tinner
Head of Sales
& Marketing,
Oerlikon Solar

There are many people who have carved out their careers at Oerlikon. People who started after graduation
and worked their way up into the Extended Executive Board, however, are harder to find. One of them is
Peter Tinner, currently Head of Sales & Marketing at Oerlikon Solar. His professional career illustrates all
that is possible in this industrial group if you are competent, successful, determined – and flexible. Within
the company, Tinner is considered to be an all-rounder who is ideally equipped for handling even the
toughest cases. Born in Switzerland, Tinner joined Balzers in 1984 as a young application engineer immediately after earning his degree. Just a short time later, an opportunity arose for him to build an application
lab in Japan, where he gained his first experience living in a foreign country and culture. And he relished
it: Tinner wanted to make a difference, to achieve something, to make his way in the big, wide world. It
was precisely this initiative and drive that got him noticed.
His career developed at a rapid pace with a series of different positions in the Optical Disc Segment until he assumed overall responsibility
for the former Data Storage Segment in 2003, where he oversaw the
merger with the semiconductor group. “I helped create what we now call
the Systems business unit,” Tinner says. In 2006, this Segment consisting of 600 employees generated sales of CHF 300 million and a profit of
10 percent. Not only that, but Oerlikon Systems is and has always been
considered one of the Group’s sources of innovation. In 2007, he was
assigned to Group Headquarters to contribute his skills and experience
as Head of Global Sales & Marketing.

Approximately 50 percent of aluminium
can closures and 25 percent of PET
bottle caps in the world are produced
on machines by Oerlikon Balzers.
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Tinner has already picked up a few major achievements over the course of his career. If there is a
challenging job at Oerlikon that can only be filled by the very best, it is the position of Head of Sales &
Marketing at Oerlikon Solar. The technology and products exist – they just need to be sold in order to
drive the turnaround of this promising Segment and help the Group move forward on its path to success.
Where others would have hesitated, Peter Tinner tackles the challenge head-on: “I see things the way
John F. Kennedy did and, in the spirit of his words, I say ask not, what your company can do for you, but
what you can do for your company.” So far, Peter Tinner has transformed even the trickiest of tasks into
a mission possible.

“I love the great diversity”
Rob Mamazza is Head of Research & Development at
Oerlikon Systems in Balzers, Liechtenstein. His team
solves concrete customer problems and experiments
with forward-looking technologies and applications.

Rob Mamazza
Head of Research
& Development,
Oerlikon Systems

“We work on production solutions for MEMS, LEDs, thermoelectrical
generators, solar cells, thin film magnetic heads for hard drives, touch
screens and semiconductor devices to name just a few. It’s this diversity
that makes working for Oerlikon so exciting,” Rob Mamazza explains.
This Italian-American has held the position of Head of Research and
Development at Oerlikon Systems in Balzers, Liechtenstein, since early
2010. Mamazza earned a master’s degree in chemistry and a PhD in electrical engineering from the University of South Florida. He initially worked
for a solar cell manufacturer before joining Oerlikon in Maryland in 2004
and later moving to Florida where he became the Head of Engineering.
Subsequently, he took part in a supercapacitor battery research project.
“We were investigating different materials that would have made it possible for us to quickly transfer large
amounts of energy both into and especially out of the battery,” he recalls. It was during this effort that
Mamazza was named Head of Research & Development, which resulted in his relocation to Balzers. His
wife and two children have since moved to Europe and the family now feels at home in Switzerland.
Rob Mamazza heads an international, interdisciplinary team of researchers, process engineers and
technicians. These specialists – including many physicists – are currently working on a new production
process for solar cells made of silicon wafers: “Our process uses physical vapor deposition to apply the
wafer’s anti-reflective layer. This process needs no hazardous gases and offers customers significant cost
benefits,” Mamazza explains. A large portion of research is fueled by concrete customer needs and aims
to realize continuous improvements in plants and processes. “The best acknowledgement of our work is
when we solve a problem and customers then purchase our equipment,” Mamazza says. But that’s not
all this forward-looking team does: it is also constantly working on new key technologies and applications.
This year, for instance, the team is launching a large-scale EU research project with various university and
industry partners to develop a thermoelectric generator. “This kind of device could reclaim energy from
residual heat – like in a car – and that would have enormous market potential,” Mamazza muses.
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Tata Motors is a customer of Oerlikon

Mediating between cultures
Paul Bussinger grew up in Hong Kong and studied law in Switzerland.
Today, Paul, who is half Swiss and half Chinese, is President of Oerlikon Leybold
Vacuum in Tianjin.

Tata Motors is a customer of Oerlikon

Paul Bussinger,
President
Oerlikon Leybold
Vacuum, China

Paul Bussinger was born in Hong Kong in 1973 and lived there until he turned 18. Then he moved to
Switzerland to study law at the University of Zurich. After completing his studies and an internship at a
Swiss court, he realized he wanted to return to China. “A friend of mine told me that Oerlikon was looking for someone to act as an intermediary between Chinese and Swiss law,” he recalls. And that was
how Bussinger began working for Oerlikon in China, providing legal advice for various Segments of the
company. But the legal expert had set his sights on going even further: “I’ve always been interested
in business operations, too,” he says. When he was offered the post of President of Oerlikon Leybold
Vacuum in Tianjin near Beijing, he could not refuse: “The job gives me a different perspective on the things
I previously worked on as a legal advisor,” he explains. He certainly won’t be getting bored with it any
time soon – a massive expansion drive is currently underway at Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum to increase
production capacities in Tianjin and meet the growing demand for vacuum technology in China and Asia.
Bussinger is thoroughly familiar with the European and Chinese markets and is well aware of the differences between them. “In the West, everything is very structured, everything is planned,” he notes. In
China, on the other hand, these structures don’t always exist. You have to be able to improvise and adapt
to local working practices in order to be successful. With his background as a European legal expert,
Bussinger initially found it a challenge to adapt to the dynamic Chinese legal system with its increasingly
dense regulation and rapidly developing legislation. He also had to get used to the country’s business
customs, some of which are quite different to those he had become accustomed to during his long stay in Switzerland: “Cunning, for instance,
has completely different connotations in Chinese culture and is actually
viewed in a positive light,” Bussinger explains. After spending a number
of years in Shanghai, he now lives with his wife in China’s cultural capital,
Beijing. “I find it fascinating to have the Great Wall, the Forbidden City
and the ancient temples right in front of my doorstep,” he says, sounding
a bit like the prodigal son who has returned home with Oerlikon.

The new particle accelerator of the
Geneva Institute for Particle Physics CERN
(Large Hadron Collider, LHC) uses
high performance Vacuum technology
from Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum.
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At home in the
boom countries

Photo: Getty Images / IMAGEMORE Co, Ltd.

For years, Oerlikon has had a local presence
in emerging markets, especially in Asia.
When entering new markets, the Segments
can benefit from the Group’s network
and range of synergies, such as shared
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Emerging countries have played a fundamental role in Oerlikon’s successful turnaround. In 2010, a large
part of the recovery seen in the textile, automotive and mechanical-engineering industries, for instance,
was fueled by these countries. Overall, the Group generated CHF 1.1 billion in the BRIC nations (Brazil,
Russia, India and China) during the past year, nearly twice as much as in the previous year. China and
India account for 67 and 22 percent of this total, respectively. All Segments are taking advantage of growth
potential, particularly in Asia: Oerlikon Balzers will be opening additional coating centers in China this
year. Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum is increasing its production capacities in Tianjing, China. Oerlikon Drive
Systems is building a new factory in Suzhou near Shanghai to expand its product range and is setting its
sights on the upswing in India’s local auto and commercial-vehicle industry. With their strategic focus on
renewable energies, India and China are key markets for Oerlikon Solar. Oerlikon Systems is benefiting
from an upturn in the solar and semiconductor markets in Asia. And Oerlikon Textile is set to transfer the
engineering and manufacture of further products to China in 2011.
Driving force in the textile industry
China’s rapid growth is clearly reflected in the textile industry. “160 million Chinese are currently dependent
on or work in the textile industry. That’s well over 10 percent of the population. Depending on the area of
application, up to 85 percent of all textile products come from China,” says Joachim Diezl, General Manager of Oerlikon Barmag in Suzhou, as he outlines the size of the industry. And this emerging economic
power is covering an increasingly large portion of the value chain. In 2001, China only manufactured 6.7
million tons of synthetic fibers itself. Ten years later, this figure has shot up to 30 million tons or the equivalent of a 40 percent share of the global market. Oerlikon Barmag – represented locally through cooperative
agreements and joint ventures since 1984 and with a subsidiary since 1996 – helped build up China’s
synthetic-fiber industry from the very beginning and now directly benefits from this trend. “We sold fewer
than 50 texturing machines in China ten years ago, but last year this figure rose to around 350,” Diezl notes.
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Together with local
employees and
local products
Oerlikon serves the
Chinese market.

Domestic consumption fuels growth
As China’s economy grows, so does its market. An increasingly large proportion of the products produced
by the major textile manufacturers is being used to satisfy rising domestic demand, rather than being
exported. A combination of China’s growing and extremely fashion-conscious middle class and the rising number of automobile registrations is generating a continuous rise in the demand for textiles used in
clothing and other industrial products such as upholstery and tires. There is still a considerable prosperity gap between the major industrial centers in the “golden belt” and the rest of this enormous country.
Nevertheless, Diezl is convinced that the differences will even out over the medium term: “We are seeing
a growing trend in the textile industry toward shifting modified processes and products to the provinces
of central China in order to meet local demand in those areas,” Diezl explains.
From an exporter to a multinational group
It is becoming clear that Oerlikon’s focus in the BRIC countries is no longer solely based on low-cost
sourcing, that is, cost-efficient manufacturing in a low-wage country. In many of these markets, the Group’s
business units have grown over the years to become companies with local roots that rely on local employees and technology precisely tailored to meet the needs of customers in those markets. In addition
to the emerging economies in the BRICs, Oerlikon has also grown – from an exporter into a multinational
group. And conditions for further growth remain favorable. Particularly in India and China, trade barriers
are gradually being dismantled, and technology transfer is being promoted – and the increased presence
of foreign companies along with it. Populations are relentlessly migrating to urban centers, triggering
investments in infrastructure and enlarging the middle class, which is so vital to domestic consumption.
The middle-class population in BRIC countries is expected to expand from the current 300 million people
to 1.4 billion people by 2020.
Making joint use of synergies
When tapping new markets in emerging economic powers, Oerlikon can fully bring its strengths to bear
as a broadly diversified group. “Our long-term presence in Suzhou yields a wide range of synergies for
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the business units of the other Segments,” Diezl says. Oerlikon currently
has over 70 000 m² of office and manufacturing space there. Besides the
business units of Oerlikon Textile, Oerlikon Balzers has also had a coating center located on the premises for some time now. Oerlikon Drive
Systems will also set up a new factory here over the next few years in
order to directly participate in the growth of the Chinese auto industry. “It
took no time at all to convince managers at Oerlikon Balzers and Oerlikon
Drive Systems to make use of our available space and the infrastructure
already in place in some of those areas rather than having to build their
own locations from the bottom up,” Diezl explains. The “hotel concept”
of Oerlikon China Technology in Suzhou comprises the segment-wide
provision of services in such non-operational areas as IT, cash pooling,
administration and employee development. The good relationships that
have evolved over many years between Chinese pioneers like Oerlikon
Barmag, Oerlikon Schlafhorst and Oerlikon Saurer and various local authorities are equally helpful. On their own, newcomers need much longer
to gain a foothold in China.
Finding and retaining skilled employees
Employee development is a key success factor in emerging markets like
China. “For us, the greatest challenge is to find and retain qualified employees,” says Jenny Wang, HR Director of Oerlikon China Technology
in Suzhou. The Chinese education system churns out a large number of
university graduates, yet these candidates often do not have the technical
expertise required by Oerlikon. Since the students also have very little
practical experience, they require intense training at the beginning. In
response to this situation, Wang created a variety of employee development programs that are tailored to local conditions. University graduates
are carefully selected through a trainee program. They rotate between the
various business units and are gradually introduced to their duties within
the Group. In light of the considerable time and expense involved in incorporating them into the business, retaining these employees becomes
even more important. At Family Day in Suzhou last year, more than 40 employees celebrated ten years of service at Oerlikon: “By local standards,
that’s an extremely large number. It underlines how well established we
now are and our popularity as an employer among Chinese staff,” Diezl
concludes.

Customer
proximity is key
With its dense global network of
85 coating centers, Oerlikon Balzers
makes the most of the growth taking
place in the emerging markets
of Asia, South America and Eastern
Europe.
Oerlikon Balzers is also feeling the impact of the
rapid industrialization taking place in emerging
countries. At the moment, growth is most explosive in China. China’s booming automotive
and mechanical engineering industries demand
high-quality, wear-resistant coatings for auto
parts, machine components and tools. The year
2009 marked the first time when more cars were
built in China than in the U.S. This year, 18 million
vehicles are expected to roll off the assembly
lines. That makes China the largest, most rapidly
growing auto manufacturer in the world. Oerlikon
Balzers’ decision to invest in expanding its network even further and open three new coating
centers in China at the height of the economic
crisis is now paying off.
Proximity to the customer is the key success
factor in the coating business: “We can keep processing and delivery times down to a short 48
hours. That way, our customers can keep their
inventories low and costs down. Taking advantage of our services becomes attractive,” explains Andy Lock, who is in charge of developing
new Oerlikon Balzers sites in China. This year,
another two to three locations will be added to
the seven sites already in China. Oerlikon Balzers
currently has six centers in India. Expansion is
planned here as well. In South America, Oerlikon
Balzers has four sites in Brazil and two in Argentina. In Eastern Europe, the Segment is represented in Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Romania and Turkey. And the region’s very first
center was opened in Russia last year. Across
the globe, customers benefit from the same high
quality and classic Balzers’ philosophy: “Our product consists of the best coating available, but
also enjoys high service quality and an excellent
reputation,” Lock adds.

Approxiamtely 50 percent of all
car tires contain tire cord
that is produced on Oerlikon
Textile machines.
Oerlikon
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High-performance coatings
for Tata Motors tools
Oerlikon Balzers’ efficient tool coatings enable
Indian automobile manufacturer Tata Motors to
increase productivity, while also reducing unit costs.
Tata Motors, India
— R. Bhaskar, Plant Head,
Commercial Vehicles Business
Unite Pune

Tats Motors is India’s largest automobile company, with consolidated revenues of 20 billion dollars. Through subsidiaries
and associate companies, Tata Motors has operations in the
UK, South Korea, Thailand and Spain. Among them is Jaguar
Land Rover, the business comprising the two iconic British
brands. It also distributes Fiat cars in India, and has an industrial joint venture with Fiat in India. With over 5.9 million Tata
vehicles plying in India, Tata Motors is the country’s market
leader in commercial vehicles and among the top three in
passenger vehicles. It is also the world’s fourth-largest truck
manufacturer and the second-largest bus manufacturer. Tata
cars, buses and trucks are marketed in several countries in
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, South and Southeast Asia
as well as South America. Tata Motors relies on the coating
technologies of Oerlikon Balzers. Its high-performance coatings

Balinit Acrona and Balinit Futura Nano refine the automobile
manufacturer’s gear-cutting tools. The coatings, which are only
a few thousandths of a millimeter thick, drastically reduce friction
and signs of wear and tear and considerably increase the life of
the products, even under heavy use. In addition, the Balinit coatings have enabled Tata Motors to keep tool costs low since the
tools can now be resharpened and recoated without impacting
performance, which makes them last much longer. Tata Motors
has relied on the technologies of Oerlikon for about 15 years
now, and the two companies plan to work together more closely
in the future. Soon, Oerlikon Balzers will open a coating center
near Ahmadabad in the Indian state of Gujarat, where assembly
plants for the new Tata Nano, the world’s least expensive car,
were recently built.

Gaining ground
with thin film production
Astronergy, the first industrial producer of thin film
solar modules on the Chinese mainland, is set
for a bright future thanks to the production plants
of Oerlikon Solar.

Astronergy, based in the city of Hangzhou in southern China,
produces photovoltaic modules, components for photovoltaic
systems and complete photovoltaic systems. It sells these in
its home market and in foreign markets through branch offices
or partners abroad. Founded in 2006, the company is a subsidiary of Chint, one of the largest equipment manufacturers
for the transmission and distribution of electricity in the world,
and has been producing solar modules out of single-crystalline
and polycrystalline silicon (C-Si) since 2007. One year later, the
company decided to enter the new thin film photovoltaic market
and installed a pilot production facility for Oerlikon Solar components. In July 2009, the first complete production system
for micromorphous thin film solar modules (a-Si/µc-Si) – a Fab
1200 from Oerlikon Solar – was installed in record time and
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started production. As the first industrial producer of highly efficient thin film solar modules on the Chinese mainland, Astronergy has secured a decisive competitive advantage: the modules
currently have a highly stabilized level of efficiency and can thus
compete with the significantly more expensive modules made of
crystalline silicon. Thanks to the efficient and reliable production
technology of Oerlikon Solar, Astronergy was able to reduce
the cost of ownership and expand its market share. And the
company has ambitious plans for further growth: it is currently
expanding its manufacturing capacity for thin film modules
in Hangzhou by 90 megawatts per year. Thin film production
facilities are also in the pipeline in Jiuquan, in the Chinese
province of Gansu, with capacity for 200 megawatts as well as
in Wenzhou with production capacity of 300 megawatts.

Lamborghini is a customer of Oerlikon

Astronergy, China
— Dr. Liyou Yang
CEO and President
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Innovate
your career
Oerlikon creates innovative industrial
solutions for a better life. That is the motivation of our over 16 000 employees around
the globe in more than 150 locations in
38 countries. We strive to be the most
reliable business partner in our environment
and to continuously create value. If you are
a highly qualified professional and hold
yourself and others to the highest standards
and are encouraged to practical creativity,
inventive thought and intelligent risk-taking
– then you should send us your application.
Together we will operate in an environment
that allows the freedom to imagine what is
possible.

Oerlikon
Textile

Oerlikon
Drive Systems

Oerlikon
Vacuum

Explore your opportunities within
Oerlikon Group.
www.oerlikon.com /career

What we offer:
– A dynamic international working environment
that will sustain your further development
– Exciting challenges from a diversified business
portfolio, powered by innovations and excellence
– Enabling working conditions to deliver
extraordinary results and appropriate rewards
What we expect from you:
– High willingness to perform as well as strong drive
to deliver results and to create value
– Ability to transform innovative ideas into
sustainable industrial solutions
– Team spirit, collaborative ways of working and
a strong commitment to Oerlikon’s Core Values

Oerlikon
Solar

Oerlikon
Coating

Oerlikon
Advanced
Technology

